It Started With A Kiss Kindle Edition Lindy Dale

If you rely independently on what is included in a Kindle edition, this book looks pretty good. It has the basic features you would expect in a Kindle edition, for example:

- A table of contents is included.
- The text is easy to read and well-formatted.
- The book contains images and illustrations.
- There are hyperlinks throughout the text.
- The book is available in multiple languages.

It Started With A Kiss

It Started With A Kiss is a novel written by Lindy Dale. The book is available in Kindle format and can be purchased from Amazon. The book is a romantic comedy that follows the lives of two young people who fall in love at a young age. The story is set in the 1950s and takes place in Texas. The book is a heartwarming tale of love and relationships, and it is sure to appeal to fans of romance novels.
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